When senior citizens in a supposedly civilized country die from emotional and physical neglect in a system that then renews 30-year licences, we are not only forgetting seniors, we are forgetting our humanity.

Annemarie Mable

Canadian Federation of University Women
Most folks want to age at home! Let's listen!
Invisible no more.
Elder rights are human rights!

Someday YOU may be old!
We must work to make sure older people can stay in their homes for as long as possible!

Sylvia Krogh
Canadian Federation of University Women
Human rights should not have an expiry date!

Jeannette Mergens
Aging in place is the best option for seniors

AGING AT HOME is BEST and CHEAPER THAN CARE HOMES
Invisible no more!

Human rights do not have an expiry date.

Leigh Miller

Canadian Federation of University Women
Seniors are valuable and deserve respect.

“Seniors are valuable and deserve respect.”

Canadian Federation of University Women
I was renovicted at age 66 in 2018. In 2022, I'm still waiting for a subsidized apartment. I choose not to be invisible. I am standing up and shouting to whomever might listen, "You can't do this to people."

Shannon Lee Mannion
Elder rights are human rights!

“Home is Cheaper!!”

Helen Arnott
Canadian Federation of University Women
We cannot forget about what seniors want.
Funding for long-term care should be conditional on transparency, adherence to national standards and public accountability through random inspections and annual reporting.

Cheryl MacInnes

“Elder rights are human rights. #LTCJustice”

CFUW Cambridge

Canadian Federation of University Women
If we are lucky enough to reach old age, we deserve to be treated with care, dignity, and respect. In the picture, two of the reasons I support Long-Term Care and Elder Care – my grandparents who live to be 95 and 97.

Kathryn Wilkinson
Canadian Federation of University Women
Elder rights are human rights!

Chris Gallaway

“Home First!”
We must enable folks to age with dignity!
Long-Term Care reform is a women's rights issue. The catastrophe in long-term care was disproportionately borne by women: LTC residents, staff, and family caregivers.
Give seniors a long-term care home that YOU want to live in.

June Boudreau

LET’S TREAT SENIORS LIKE WE’D WANT TO BE TREATED
Our broken down long-term care system needs to be fixed so that we know that good comprehensive care is there for all those who need it!

Jane Bermingham

Beds without Staff is NEGLECT

Canadian Federation of University Women
Barbara Pipher

“Improve long-term care! Less FOR profit – more NOT for profit!”

Canadian Federation of University Women
The rights & dignity of elders, healthcare workers, and those in long-term care need to be respected & protected. We need standards – not profits – in all LTC facilities!

Janet Simpson
Canadian Federation of University Women
Protect seniors!
We owe seniors a debt of gratitude & a duty of care.

“Seniors Matter!

National Standards Now!”

Canadian Federation of University Women
Our elders need to be treated with dignity, respect, and care equitably across Canada!

Lynn Becker

“A National Tragedy Covid in LTC”
Dignity for the aged. We must invest in new buildings, well-trained staff, pay better wages, time with pay!

Margaret Briscoe

Seniors Matter National Standards NOW!
Human rights should not have an expiry date.

Charlotte Akin

“Elder Rights are Human Rights
#LTCJustice.”
The conditions of work are the conditions of care.

Seniors are people too.